trending
colours

Spring colour forecast

spring
Amethyst

Three simple steps:
- Select your colour
- Choose your base polymer
- Place your order

lilac
fog

mint

pea
green

violet
sepal

butterscotch

spanish
emerald

living
coral

- All colours are available in a
free sample
- Technical and safety datasheets available
- Colours conform to
regulations and directives*
- Our colourists can
provide colour matching
* Please contact us for more details. This series is primarily
used for design purposes, colour may vary according to the human eye and may not be 100% accurate on the plastic swatch.

Spring has always
represented the
beginnings of
new life and
fresh starts. We
are reminded of
those memories
driving past farmers’
fields and watching new
born lambs take their very
first few wobbly steps amongst
the bright green fields.
Not forgetting hearing the first bird songs
after a lengthy migration, squirrels scampering across the
gardens, inviting all the wildlife back out after a long slumber.
It is always a delight coming out of winter and watching
those dull grey backdrops flourish into infinite miles of
golden corn fields, pale lavender plants and vibrant lime
green meadows, inspiring the creation of ‘Lilac Fog’, ‘Violet
Sepal’ and ‘Pea Green’.
These images evoke the colours of
blossoming lavender buds, which
inspired heavily the spring colour
palette. This is complimented with
shades of green, specifically the
mouth watering ‘Mint’ green, which
gives the palette the vibrancy of life
that spring embodies.

inspiration &
influences
Most exciting is being able to enjoy warm days
outside again, basking in the fresh air under
the sun’s kind rays of light. Listening to the
breeze between the trees and the new shed
of leaves once recovered form the cold,
harsh winter before.
Spring is the first chance to be surrounded
by family and friends over a pretty picnic in
the park and a game of rounders or football. It
is the opportunity to embrace the fresh fruits and
variety of locally sourced humble foods all
finely compiled into one beautiful spread. It was in this
particular thought of spring that inspired ‘Butterscotch’ and
‘Living Coral’, which evidently represent the flavours of
spring.
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contact us
Telephone: 01782 819670
Email: sales@burgesscolours.co.uk
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ST6 3PD

